
... It
‘s really an impressive work. I‘m

 sure it

will become a reference for computer algebra

algorithms, and stay it fo
r a long time. Such a

reference book was really missing. ...

PAUL ZIMMERMANN, Nancy, 26 May 1999

... On each page I can feel your thorough under-

standing and love for the subject and your un-

compromising scholarship in presenting its story.

A masterpiece. ...ERICH KALTOFEN, Raleigh NC, 28 May 1999

... T
he book is packed with useful information,

judging from my samples, a pleasure to read.

I predict it w
ill be a major success. ...

STEVE COOK, Toronto, 31 May 1999

... I think it‘s a most successful balance of intuiti-

on, rigorous mathematics, interesting and beauti-

ful applications and completeness. The extensive

collection of exercises makes it into an ideal text-

book for the use in a graduate course. ...

TON LEVELT, Nijmegen, 21 June 1999

... It is a wonderful book!  I am working my way

through it (for what will probably be the first of

many times), and am very pleased with it.  It is

aesthetically beautiful, with the color plots and

multitudes of epigraphs for each chapter. ...

TODD MOON, Logan UT, 17 August 1999

MCA: Wow! What a beautifully produced book, &

what a wealth of information! Also written in per-

fect idiomatic English by two German authors! ...

I love the attention to details ... indeed, not only is

God in the details, she is in the index! ...

DON KNUTH, Stanford CA, 30 June 1999

Opinions ...

... it looks stunning! ...HENDRIK LENSTRA, Leiden, 24 June 1999

... Auf den ersten Blick ist MCA sehr beindruckend

und wird wohl ein Meilenstein in diesem Gebiet sein.

Es freut mich, dass der Preis erschwinglich auch für

Studenten ist. ...HELMUT MEYN, Erlangen, 29 May 1999

... Ich denke, das Erscheinen dieses Buches auf dem

CA-Markt ist wirklich ein Ereignis. ...

VOLKER STREHL, Erlangen, 26 May 1999

... This book is a delight; I heartily recommend

it (a) to anybody who has interest at all in how

their CAS works and (b) to anybody who en-

joys seeing elegant and rigorous mathematics

applied to practical problems.

ALISTAIR FITT, Southampton

Review in London Mathematical Society

Newsletter, October 1999

... You need to make the existence of your

book known to a wider range of computer

users than theoretical computer scientists.

Thanks for filling a vacuum.

MICHAEL P. BARNETT, Princeton NJ,

18 October 1999

... we are all very much impressed by the quali-

ty of your work!

FREDERIC CHYZAK, Rocquencourt,

10 November 1999

... Pour conclure, il s’agit d’un travail d’une qualité
exceptionelle, qui est une source inégalée d’infor-
mations sur létat de l’art dans le Calcul Formel -
puisque c’est ainsi qu’on l’appelle chez nous.
MAURICE MIGNOTTE, Strasbourg
Review in Gazette des Mathématiciens


